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1. Introduction
In any English class, all English teachers will expect motivated students. Al-
though in reality, teachers occasionally have to face some uninterested, intractable, 
or even defi ant students. And in those cases, what can teachers do? Perhaps some 
teachers apply strict rules to control the class. I don’t deny this approach. It surely 
will show some good results. But are there any other ways to manage the class? 
Are there any ways for teachers to know learners’ inner aspects and motivate them?
In this study, I examined the possibility of diaries and journals to understand 
what was actually happening in learners’ minds. And, to fi nd out whether diary is 
useful as a research tool or not, I selected one of my English classes. I selected 
this class, because initial atmosphere of this class was not good, rather obnoxious. 
However, this atmosphere was improved gradually and at the 10th lesson, almost 
all of students succeeded in making presentation about their own conversation 
scripts in English. Details of this class are discussed in chapter 3.
 In this try, I kept diaries of me and journals of learners. At fi rst, I didn’t intend 
to use learners’ journals as a material for research. But they infl uenced the improve-
ment of motivation in the classroom so much. Hence, I decided to include learners’ 
journals in this research. Through this research, I noticed some important points 
concerning the usefulness of diary as a research tool. They are as follows.
Usefulness of teacher’s diaries
1)  Diaries help a teacher notice his/her own standpoint and bias about English 
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Learning.
2) Diaries help a teacher attain the holistic view of class and fi nd next strategy.
3)  Diaries help a teacher check if his/her own behavior and language were appro-
priate or not in each class.
4) Diaries help a teacher clarify the long term view of the class.
Usefulness from learners’ journals
1)  Learners’ journals help a teacher to notice learners’ own impressions about previ-
ous English Learning experiences
2) To notice learners’ interpretations of whole classroom including teacher
3) To understand the contents of the lesson from learners’ daily life
Therefore, two types of diaries, meaning teacher and learners, are discussed in 
this research. Details are described in Chapter 4.
2. Deﬁ nition, purpose, and procedure of Diary Studies
2.1. Existing diary studies
Diary as a research tool is well known in English language teaching studies. But 
it doesn’t mean there is a clear united defi nition of diary studies. Mcdonough and 
Mcdonough (1997: 112-130) explained diary in English language teachinhg study 
from three aspects. They are (1) Being rich both qualitatively and quantitatively (2) 
Being self evidently subjective and introspective (3) Being retrospective and refl ec-
tive. (1997: 124)
Nunan (1992: 118-124) also mentioned diaries as a research tool and defined 
merits and demerits of diaries as research tool. Merits of diary study Nunan argues 
are close to what Mcdonough and Mcdonough (1997) argue. He cites some diaries 
of English Learning and points out rich insights into some of the psychological, 
social, cultural factors implicated in language development. (1992: 123) However, 
he also discusses the criticism against diary study. The issue is about the validity of 
diary as a research material. It is concerned with a doubt such as “How conclusions 
based on data from a single subject can possibly be extrapolated to other language 
learners”. (Nunan 1992: 123) This phrase points out the weak point of diary study. 
Diary studies are usually conducted on a small number of research subjects. There-
fore, its conclusion cannot be validated enough to be applied to the whole popula-
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tion.
Richards and Lockhart (Richards. C. and C. Lockhart. 2005) discuss almost 
same points. They argue two purposes a journal serves.
1. Events and ideas are recorded for the purpose of later refl ections
2.  The process of writing itself helps trigger insights about teaching. Writing in this 
sense serves as a discovery process.
They also suggest the possibility to “share diaries of teachers” to know what is 
going on in each classroom. (2005: 7-8)
2.2.  Some features of past diary studies in the ﬁ eld of English 
Language Teaching
Current aspects of diary as research tool can be defi ned like as follows;
(1)  Diary as a research tool is subjective one and rich in quality. It serves as retro-
spective and refl ective material. Also, it points out that diary study belongs to 
category of qualitative studies, and that there is a contrasting category of quan-
titative study.
(2)  At the same time, its validity can be always doubted. The reason is the feature 
of diary itself, which means its subjectivity. Diary cannot be recognized as ob-
jective material compared to other research tools.
In other words, diary study is useful to know psychological or emotional aspects 
of that author who is just one teacher or learner. Diary can provide quite rich text 
for the analysis about how the author felt about language learning and language 
classes. However, its validity is always doubted, because one diary is written by 
one person. Namely, one diary sporadically cannot make objective explanation 
what is going on in a lesson or classroom of author.
3. Subject and Purpose of this study
3.1. Research settings
The settings of research are as follow;
Place: Nagoya University of Arts and Science
Course: “General English” (“Sogo Eigo” in Japanese)This is compulsory class for 
them. All of students took this English class without any concern of their 
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own interest.
Course objective: General objective is to increase reading and writing skill.
Students: 29 (10 males and 19 female) in 2nd grade in this university
Students major “Art Design”
Teacher: Present author
Teacher’s teaching experience: 2 years’ teaching experience in this university
Period of this research: From April 14 to June 23, 2006
Textbook used: No textbook was used. Instead, some movie scenes were used and 
some other activities were done.
English learning background of learners: All of them had gone through 6 years of 
English learning experience in junior high school and high school. In the 
first year of this university, all of them took “English Communication” 
class by two native English teachers for one year. I didn’t check their ini-
tial English skill when I started this class, but their actual English skill 
cannot be regarded high.
3.2. First impression of this class
I chose this class as the subjects of this research deliberately, because the initial 
atmosphere of this class was far from good and I thought such a class must be ap-
propriate to see whether diary study is effective or not to motivate learners.
Every teacher would explain the contents of lesson and the evaluation system at 
the fi rst class. I surely did it. But from this moment, some students did not pay any 
attention what I was saying. Around half of the students were chatting and talking, 
ignoring what I was saying, fi ddling cell phones, and some female students were 
doing make-up, eating snacks, reading magazines during fi rst explanation time.
3.3. Procedure of research
3.3.1. Diary and Journals
For the duration of this research, teacher kept diary and learners kept journals for 
ten weeks.
(1) Teacher’s diary
Teacher kept a diary in English after each class for ten weeks. It took around one 
hour or one and half hours for the teacher to write one diary. Each one is around 
200～300 words.
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The main contents of the dairy are 1) my impression about the lesson, especially 
whether my pre-planned strategy was good or not, 2) approximately, how many 
students were involved in the task, 3) how much enthusiasm was felt from their be-
havior.
(2) Learners’ Journals
Basically, all learners wrote down journals quite freely in their first language, 
described whatever they felt about the class. No regulations or questions were put 
for journals of learners. Each journal was written in 5 or 10 minutes. Their main 
topics were 1) whether lesson was interesting or not, 2) how they felt about teacher 
or friends, 3) things not related to lesson.
At the end of each lesson, journals of learners were collected.
3.3.2.  Initial reason why diary and journals are chosen in this 
research
I decided to keep my own diary after each lesson as data. There are two reasons 
for this decision.
First reason is about merit of diary study. In this research, I did have a specifi c 
purpose in the class, which was to motivate learners. And motivation of learners is 
quite psychological and internal aspect. So I thought that strategy based on diary or 
journals could be appropriate way to accomplish this purpose.
Second, I do not think there is any severe rule to separate learners’ diary and 
teachers’ diary in previous diary studies. As far as I have investigated, past diary 
studies were based on only from one side, which means learner or teacher. Also, 
basically only one diary is used as a research tool in one lesson. But I cannot see 
any specifi c reason for this tendency. In this study, I decided to try to use diaries 
from both sides as research material for one class.
3.4. Processes of research
3.4.1. Speciﬁ c Linguistic purpose of this class
I set the specifi c linguistic goal of this class as “To represent their own conversa-
tion in English”, because in my thought, this goal would not be accomplished with-
out learners’ own motivation.
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3.4.2. “Four Stages” in Diary Research
I classifi ed this research into four stages. First is “Beginning stage”. Second is 
“First crisis and overcoming stage”. Third is “Increasing motivation stage”. Fourth 
is “Second crisis and presentation stage”.
In each stage, I found some aspects about motivation in the classroom from my 
diary and learners’ journals. Details of these data will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
But some processes for this achievement of goal must be disclosed at fi rst.
(1) Diary Study in the Beginning stage (From April 14 to April 21)
At this stage, fi rst impression and initial atmosphere I gained in this class were 
mainly written in teacher’s diary and learners’ journals. As I mentioned, my first 
impression for this class was not good. But through diary of myself and journals of 
learners, I had come to understand that both teacher and learners have various and 
different images of English Learning class from experiences of previous classes. 
Each one of members in this class, including me, has some expectation and appre-
hension for the current class. At this stage, I managed to understand the importance 
to fi nd out past experience and past impression of English of learners and teacher. 
More minute analysis is done at the next chapter.
(2) Diary Study in the First crisis and overcoming stage (From April 28 to May 12)
At this stage, a kind of collapse in the class was written in my diary and learn-
ers’ journals. It was the third lesson and I did make some groups in the class and 
tried to let them do discussion and presentation about one English song. But there 
was barely discussion within members of group, and almost all of them were just 
chatting and doing make-up, scribbling, and sleeping. Some of students were trying 
to do the task only individually.
So, I stopped all tasks and talked to all of them about my feeling calmly and let 
them write down journals. Because I thought those kinds of situation cannot be a 
lesson any more. And surprisingly, I came to know most of students like English 
and three of students even said they were so satisfi ed with the content of the les-
son. This was the fi rst time I understood that there is a difference between learners’ 
motivation and their actual behavior. This means that many students will answer 
positively if they are asked whether they have motivation to learn English. How-
ever, it does not mean they will act that way. Nothing other than journals told me 
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this point. Some journals said “I like English”, or “I like the content of this lesson” 
or “I like movie, so I like this lesson” and so on.
From this result, I speculated that the atmosphere of the class is not dependent 
on motivation or English skill of each learner. It may depend on mutual trust or 
mutual understanding between classroom members, including teacher. In other 
words, there may have been not the atmosphere leading learners to participate to 
the activity.
Based on this speculation, I made all students do “Introduction of friends” next 
week. “Self introduction” is quite common activity in English Learning. In case of 
“introduction of others”, all learners have to make pairs and have to make questions 
for the partner. In addition, I set the rule that one has to introduce his/her partner 
in front of other members at least one minute. It will be understood easily that they 
have to know many things about partner to talk for one minute, and they did it.
Every learner did this and fi nished introduction. Each presentation was fi nished 
with applause. Journals of this lesson showed 100% of learners felt the lesson quite 
interesting and satisfying. After this lesson, the atmosphere changed dramatically. I 
somehow overcame fi rst crisis.
(3) Diary Study in the Increasing motivation stage (From May 19 to June 2)
In this stage, the atmosphere of class changed and learners began to focus on 
activities in the class, and those facts were written in teacher’s dairy and learners’ 
journals. In this period, I had them express their own daily life in English as much 
as possible. One try is like this. I let them write what they did on the previous day. 
Next, I taught them some common English backchannels, like “Uh-huh”, “And?”, 
“Really?”, “That’s great” or “That’s too bad”, etc. Then I let them make pairs and 
start conversation beginning with “Hey, how was yesterday?”.
In this situation, partners could reply easily, because they had own memos about 
what they did on the previous day. This try gave them a kind of confidence, be-
cause they did understand they could make their own English conversation about 
their own daily life, not the conversation in the textbook or teacher made.
(4) Diary Study in the Second crisis and presentation stage (From June 9 to July 23)
At this stage, I came to think that I should let learners make presentation about 
their own daily life based on positive impressions of learners’ journals. At fi rst, I 
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planned to let learners speak their own conversation in front of others. But, I my-
self think this type of presentation makes learners nervous. No one can deny that 
speaking in front of people is not a common experience. Rather, it is rare experi-
ence. In addition, presentation can be boring because the purpose of this lesson is 
“To represent their own conversation in English”. It is easy to understand our own 
daily conversation is not always so interesting.
Therefore, I made some alternatives. First, I made it available to make presen-
tation by “cartoons” Every line in the cartoon must be English, but learners can 
make their own drawings quite freely. Second alternative is to make presentation, 
using puppets. This alternative had some merits, because, whole audience would 
see puppets, not the person speaking, and puppets themselves are so nice and cute. 
Third alternative is to speak in front of other learners.
Then, learners made groups of two or three, and select one from these three 
alternatives. 12 groups were there, and 11 selected cartoon presentation, and one 
selected puppets presentation. I set the presentation day and made learners start the 
preparation.
I set the presentation day at June 16. But at that day, 5 students were absent! 
And about ten students came late. Then I found out only three groups had fi nished 
their preparation for presentation and other groups had not. I decided to postpone 
the presentation day to June 23. I thought I should scold students. But my diary 
showed me the way at this stage.
I was keeping diary and basically checking my own saying and behavior in the 
classroom. At the fi rst crisis, my patience was at the limit too. But I tried to under-
stand my students and communicate with them. It means teacher himself/herself 
has to show how to behave and speak as a good communicator in the classroom. 
My diary told me again this point at the second crisis. So, I decided not to give up 
or punish students and waited them to prepare for the presentation. Next week, 11 
groups had fi nished their presentation successfully. For presentation of cartoons, I 
let students take turns to read each cartoons by groups. Learners’ satisfi ed feelings 
and excitement fi lled all their journals. One group could not make presentation, but 
members of this group wrote that they should have participated the lesson more, in 
their journals.
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4. Data analysis and Results
4.1. Usefulness from teacher’s diaries
4.1.1.  To notice his/her own standpoint and bias about English 
Learning
The fi rst thing that I noticed from my fi rst dairy was teacher is nothing but one 
biased person. In my fi rst diary, I did write down my fi rst plan of the lesson and 
what kind of reaction I got from learners, and how enthusiastic they were in the 
classroom. I set the goal of this class as “To represent their own conversation in 
English” and did not use any textbook but used movie and did some other activi-
ties. These decisions at the fi rst lesson had not come from my current learners. I 
did these things just because they went well at the previous classes. I cannot deny 
there may have been more successful way of teaching or better strategies. If anoth-
er teacher has come, he/she must have taken another way of teaching and materials.
Therefore, diary tells teachers that they are always just infl uenced by past latest 
experiences. Teachers should not forget this point, especially at the beginning of 
the new class. Even if some teaching strategies went well in the previous classes, it 
does not guarantee there will be same results from other classes.
Then this point leads to another point. If teachers are just biased, and infl uenced 
by past experience, teacher has to watch the current class quite carefully and must 
not stick to his/her own strategy or way of teaching. Past strategy does not al-
ways succeed. If something goes wrong, like learners are not enthusiastic, or not 
intrigued by the task, teacher has to seek the cause of it, and make some changes 
swiftly. Diary can give teachers logical way of thought. It means the idea of teacher 
is just one led by previous experience and impression.
4.1.2. To attain the holistic view of class and ﬁ nd next strategy
By keeping diary, teacher can see what was original purpose of that lesson, and 
what was problem in the class. In this research, there were some occasions when 
some strategies didn’t work. But these moments are especially important for teach-
ers to check his/her own strategy.
In this research, I went through two moments when atmosphere of class was 
quite low and devastated or close to collapse. It is quite easy to blame learners for 
low motivation in the classroom. But by keeping diary, teacher can see what was 
original purpose of that lesson, and what was problem in the class. So, it will clari-
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fy what teacher should do next.
This aspect of diary was quite meaningful at the fi rst crisis moment. Facing the 
deteriorated atmosphere, I was so close to give up. But diary told me my initial 
purpose was to let my students represent their own conversation in English. And 
that atmosphere and learners’ journals taught me that there might have not been 
enough mutual trust and mutual understanding between learners. How can they 
make discussion without mutual trust or understanding? So, according to previous 
diary and learners’ journals, I came up with an idea of introduction of others.
4.1.3.  To check if his/her own behavior and saying were appro-
priate or not in each class
More importantly, keeping diary means to check the specifi c attitude or saying of 
teacher in those crucial circumstances. I will discuss the effect of teachers’ behavior 
or attitude to the class from viewpoint of learners’ diaries later. But teacher should 
not forget all learners are watching their teachers. I referred to the importance of 
mutual understanding among learners. This trust is indispensable to motivate learn-
ers, and same thing can be said between teacher and learners.
Keeping diary of the lesson tells teacher that he/she is just one part of whole 
class, and this part is really important. Because teacher is undeniably the source 
of “mutual understanding and trust” in the class. So, teacher must check whether 
his/her own behavior or saying was appropriate or not. This perspective of the di-
ary was quite useful when I went through second crisis. At that moment, I was at 
the limit of my patience, but I decided not to give up playing the role to understand 
and trust learners. Eventually this decision bore fruits.
4.1.4. To clarify the long-term view of the class
Keeping diary will tell teachers what has been the long-term effect of whole les-
sons and what kind of ending is appropriate.
In this research, the atmosphere of the class was getting better. But I came to 
notice one thing. This class is not so bad, but around half of them are quite intro-
vert and another half of them are quite indifferent to others. Anyway, I came to 
think that making presentation in front of the class might not be a good idea, and 
I should not force them to do that. Therefore, I proposed three alternatives. They 
were cartoons, using puppets and speaking by themselves, and result was clear. 
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Out of 12 groups, 11 selected cartoons and one group selected puppets. This result 
came from long-term view of class based on diary.
4.2. Usefulness from journals of learners
4.2.1.  To notice learners’ impressions about their previous 
English learning experiences
Learners’ journals at the fi rst class are the good source for teachers to know that 
learners mind the atmosphere of classroom so much at the first class, comparing 
with previous English class. In first journals of learners, some of them wrote, “I 
think I can study English in a good atmosphere”. Or some said “So far, I can take 
this English lesson in a good mood”. But what is this supposed to mean? It can be 
said they had some experiences to study English in a bad mood in the past. Other-
wise, I would never have got these comments at the fi rst lesson.
 Whatever the previous lesson was, teacher should keep one thing in mind. 
Which means that in the new class, every learner has his/her own experience about 
past English class. And they compare the current lesson with previous, or other les-
sons. And they try to get the fi rst atmosphere of the whole class.
If teacher tries to motivate learners, these kinds of information must be neces-
sary. Otherwise, teacher would get unexpected reaction from new class, even if 
he/she thinks they are taking the best strategy. Through learners’ diary, teacher 
would gain information about learners’ impressions about previous English Learn-
ing classes.
4.2.2.  To notice learners’ interpretation of whole classroom in-
cluding teacher
Journals of learners help a teacher to know how learners actually interpret the 
lesson. I gained this perspective when I went through fi rst crisis of this class. As 
I described, at the fi rst crisis moment, the atmosphere of the class was so deterio-
rated and divided. But through their diaries, I came to understand that learners had 
more eagerness to learn English than I initially had thought. About half of journals 
said “I think lesson is good” or “I want to keep current contents of lesson”. These 
unexpected replies showed me another aspect. The way teacher sees the class and 
the way learners see the class cannot be same. Every teacher should not make deci-
sions about the class easily. Those decisions must be done from learners’ points of 
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view.
After the fi rst crisis, some students let me know their impressions about teacher. 
Some of said “Teacher worries about us so much. But I am satisfi ed with the les-
son. Don’t worry”, or “Teacher chose today’s material deliberately to make it easy 
to understand and intriguing”, or “I was surprised to know teacher has remembered 
names of all members in the class”.
All I did was just trying to communicate with learners, and I got some com-
ments like this. Therefore, teacher should remember that students are watching you 
so carefully to see whether teacher himself/herself is a good communicator or not, 
even if they can’t understand the lesson or they are defi ant. Learners are trying to 
understand how teacher thinks this class, and each member. Defi nitely, teacher has 
to prove positive attitude. So, this is the reason why teacher should always mind 
his/her own saying and behavior. Diaries or journals from learners can be proved to 
be quite useful to make these points clear.
4.2.3.  To understand contents of the lesson from learners’ 
daily life
Learners’ journals help a teacher to know how contents of the lesson are under-
stood by learners. In almost all journals, learners wrote their impressions about the 
material or topic in the lesson. They were like “I could understand movie, because 
I know it well”, or “I could easily discussed the topic today, because I know it 
well”. Teacher should not forget that one class in university or college is just 90 
minutes event once a week for learners. Topics and materials should be selected 
from life of learners. Journals of learners will tell teacher this aspect.
5. Discussion ̶The eﬃ  cacy of diary as a research tool̶
In this study, I used both my own diary and journals of learners to investigate 
how useful they are as research tools.
First, my own diary was quite useful from not only psychological aspect, but 
also strategic aspect. Diary shows how I had been influenced by previous lesson 
and what kind of standpoint I take as a language teacher now. This aspect shows 
that what I should do to current class and what I should do next. It also shows how 
I was in each lesson and how I should behave next. These contents can clarify what 
I should do as the conclusion of the class.
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Second, learners’ journals were also quite useful to attain inner voices of learn-
ers. They show learners also have their own experiences and impressions about pre-
vious English class. Next, they show learners are watching teacher very carefully. 
Learners interpret not only knowledge of English but also teacher as a human be-
ing. Teachers should not forget he/she is a kind of role model for learners. Learn-
ers’ journals also clarify these interpretations are done based on learners’ own daily 
life. Therefore, each material and topic should be chosen deliberately not from 
teacher’s life, but from learners’ life.
Finally, I want to suggest that diary study should not be regulated as one diary 
from one class. And diary should not be chosen from either teacher or learner. Why 
these two sides cannot be seen as being related? We should not forget every lesson 
is mutual communication between teacher and learner. Diary study from both sides 
in one class will show how this mutual communication can be built up.
6. Conclusion and the future perspective of study
In this study, I mentioned the importance of mutual understanding or mutual 
trust for the motivation of English Learning class. In addition to that, teacher as a 
role model of communicator was a key point. About these aspects, we can see great 
works of Zoltán Dörnyei about motivation in the classroom. (Dörnyei, 2001: 28) 
Details of his theory are beyond the range of this research, but he suggests the im-
portance of “building mutual trust and understanding between learners and teacher” 
too. (2001: 36-38) And he has already proposed many strategies for this purpose. 
In this study, I tried many things without knowing Dörnyei’s works. But changing 
atmosphere and motivation of class are one of topics that should be discussed more 
importantly. Researches related to his strategies will be next interests for me.
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8. Appendices
(Some excerpts from diary of teacher)
(April 14)
In previous term, I selected famous Japanese cartoons as a teaching material, and it 
did well. So, this time, I selected cartoons and animations as the material. So, I think 
that’s why my learners were relax and able to enjoy the contents of lesson.
But when I watched all learners doing this task, some students had given up quite 
early. This must be a big issue in this class. I have to check my learner’s own journals, 
but anyway, I have to say English skill of some learners in this class is quite low.
And, I cannot help but feel some concern. When I let learners watch the one scene of 
Japanese movie in English, there were some students who couldn’t focus on the scene 
and kept talking. This is not good.
(June 2)
Today, I got an interesting experience. I found a student who was absent last week. So 
I said to that student that I haven’t seen her for a while with her name. Then, other stu-
dents asked me why I knew that girl was absent. Because they didn’t know that. So, I re-
plied that I had already memorized all members in this class, so I knew she was absent 
last week. Then surprisingly, other students were astonished the fact I had remembered 
all of names in the class, and one students tried me, asking if I know her fi rst name or 
not. Then I said her fi rst name, and she was so surprised.
(Some excerpt from journals of learners)
(April 14)
“I think I can take this class in a good mood. I hope next lesson will be in the same 
mood, like this.”
(May 12 (the day of “introduction of others”))
“I have not done this thing before, but I enjoyed. I think this is better than “self intro-
duction””
(May 19)
“I could understand movie today. But I feel it is so fast.”
(May 26)
“The movie scene of today was selected to make it easy for us to understand. So, I 
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think that is good.”
(June 23)
“To express what I want to say in English is interesting. And I think this kind of task 
should be included in high school English class.”
